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Subject: Search Warrant Served
On December 2, 2016 at approximately 6:29 pm the METRICH Enforcement Unit with
assistance from the Mansfield Division of Police and the Allied Special Operations
Response Team (ASORT & HNT) executed a drug related search warrant at 44 South
Brookwood Way in Mansfield, Ohio.
During the search, METRICH detectives seized suspected heroin and drug abuse
instruments consistent with the trafficking of drugs. METRICH detectives also arrested
and charged Delvonte Williams with two (2) counts of Trafficking in Drugs and one (1)
count of Possession of Drugs and Malique Schad with six (6) counts of Trafficking in
Drugs. Both were incarcerated at the Richland County Jail pending their appearance in
court.
METRICH Supervisor Sgt. Blust stated “this investigation was the result of numerous
complaints regarding drug trafficking in the neighborhood and METRICH will continue
to target other drug dealers within our community.”
Citizens are encouraged to be proactive by reporting suspected drug activity. Citizens
can call the METRICH Crime Tip Hotline at 419-52-CRIME (419-522-7463) or the Task
Force line at 419-755-9728.

METRICH is a ten county decentralized task force in North Central Ohio whose mission is to improve the
quality of life for the citizens we serve by reducing the availability of illegal drugs and weapons through
proactive enforcement efforts. The success of METRICH is a tribute to the cooperation and support
within the Law Enforcement Community in the METRICH region and to those citizens who have chosen
to improve the quality of life in their communities by assisting METRICH in reporting suspicious activity
and valuable information.
Citizens may report suspicious activity to the crime hot lines at:
419-522-7463 and www.METRICH.com

Delvonte L. Williams
44 South Brookwood Way
DOB: 07/06/97
Possession of Drugs-F3
Trafficking in Drugs 2 Counts-F5

Malique D. Schad
44 South Brookwood Way
DOB: 10/17/96
Trafficking in Drugs 6 Counts-F5
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